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Guidelines for “ Advocatus diaboli ” 1



Maria do Céu ALMEIDA*, Jean-Luc BERTRAND-KRAJEWSKI** * LNEC, DH-NES, 101 avenida do Brasil, 1700-0166 LISBOA, Portugal, email:[email protected] ** Laboratoire URGC, INSA de Lyon, 34 avenue des Arts, 69621 Villeurbanne cedex, France. email : [email protected]



Introduction This document aims to provide some basic information on the tasks an "advocatus diaboli" should ensure during a conference session. If the "advocatus diaboli" is also the chairperson, he/she should read the companion document describing the tasks of a session chairperson. However, as much as possible, it is recommended to have two persons, one for each position. The objective of an "advocatus diaboli" consists in triggering the discussion after a presentation or after a session. Experience shows that this function often is minor simply because discussion usually kicks off without delays. If not, this person should be prepared to put forward some relevant comments or questions. However, the idea is not to dominate the discussion but raise stimulating questions, eventually a little provocative, within the scope of the presentation(s).



Before the session Reading the papers The "advocatus diaboli" should read the papers of the conference session where he/she is assigned that function. This will help him/her to get familiarity with the topic and with the content of the presentations, identify interesting comments or questions that can be used if discussion does not go on naturally.



During the session During the presentations During each presentation, the "advocatus diaboli" should look carefully at information which is given during the presentation but which was not written in the paper to eventually alter/complement the comments or questions previously prepared. This occurs frequently, as new results have been obtained by the authors between the time they wrote the paper for the conference proceedings and the time of the presentation. It could be useful for the "advocatus diaboli" to have a copy of the PowerPoint files used for the presentations.



(1) Published in "Sewer networks and processes within urban water systems" (Bertrand-Krajewski et al., editors). London (UK): IWA Publishing, WEMS - Water and Environmental Management Series, November 2004, 160-161. ISBN 1 84339 506 1.



During the discussion During the discussion, the "advocatus diaboli" should wait to see if questions arise and, if not, start the discussion. Other questions can be put forward, participating as any other participant in the discussion within time limits. The “advocatus diaboli” should ask questions or give comments which should help the speaker and/or the audience : - to clarify and explain any point that remains unclear after the presentation - to extract as much information as possible from the facts, experience, results, etc. given by the author/speaker, and to question their validity, representativity, reproducibility, transferability, etc. - to point some critical hypotheses, assumptions, theories or viewpoints, and protocols used by the author/speaker that may significantly affect scientific work and scientific conclusions. This is particularly important as, frequently, options or choices are not seriously discussed in conferences. Many ad-hoc options, choices, etc. are made without being rigorously discussed. In other words, the objective is to deepen the scientific methodology, and to make clear how scientific work and thinking is made. It may eventually refer to epistemology. This is particularly valuable for modelling. - to refer to existing or previous work on the same topics, especially if different conclusions or approaches are/have been used. Reference to other national and international research is frequently a weak point, for many (but bad…) reasons : too many papers, conferences and journals, too much grey literature, not enough time, etc. This is consequently important that the “advocatus diaboli” contributes to a fruitful literature and cross-reference process.



After the session Contribution to the session report It might be appropriate that the "advocatus diaboli" contributes to review the session report prepared by the rapporteur.
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Guidelines for abstracts 1 - JLBK 

Test of a hypothesis or of a theory, experimental or laboratory measurements to ... answer or not your above scientific questions, how they may validate or not ...
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Guidelines for session rapporteurs 1 - JLBK 

This occurs frequently, as new results have been obtained by the authors between the time they wrote the paper for the conference proceedings and the time of.
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Guidelines for session chairpersons 1 - JLBK 

... WEMS - Water and Environmental Management Series, November 2004, 155-157. ... facilitating and managing answers from the audience and answers from the ... may be suggested between the papers, and to prepare some questions for ... room and check t
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Guidelines for oral presentations and preparation of slides - JLBK 

created to be read from short distance in newspapers and books, not for long distance in conference ... It is a scientific presentation, not an advertising show.
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Guidelines for Proposals 

Un système de santé se compose de toutes les organisations, les personnes et ... Le renforcement des systèmes communautaires (RSC) est une approche qui ...
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Guidelines for Presentations - Reesonomics 

Attach a bibliography â€“ a comprehensive overview of the used sources â€“ at the end. IV. Final provisions. 1. Only the main text counts towards the word limit. 2.
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Author Guidelines for 8 

L. Prevost A. Moises C. Michel-Sendis L. Oudot M. Milgram. UniversitÃ© Pierre & Marie ... The recognition system used in the experiments is based on prototype ...
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ugarit - JLBK 

great capital of the kingdom of Ugarit, with fortifications, a Royal Palace, temples, houses and ... Not only famous as the place where the ... a mythological water cycle was associated to Baal*, the god of rainfall and storm (Calvet, 1989, 2001).
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chanakya - JLBK 

economic organisation, and is very famous for its political philosophy: the ... from Chanakya, can not be considered as fully written by Chanakya due to many.
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bouqras - JLBK 

Short Historical Dictionary on Urban Hydrology and Drainage. Â© Jean-Luc Bertrand-Krajewski - 08/2006. 1. BOUQRAS. Discovered by W.J. van Liere in the ...
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Short Historical Dictionary on Urban Hydrology and Drainage. Â© Jean-Luc Bertrand-Krajewski - 02/2005. 1. KAUTILYA. See CHANAKYA.
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European Resuscitation Council Guidelines for 

is now established, and future technology may ... through an AED programme than with manual defib- .... determined in prospective studies, it should be pos-.
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Author Guidelines for 8 - Mugnier 

systems. This allowed documenting the loss of photoreceptors in diseases such as retinitis pigmentosa. A precise counting of residual photoreceptors may be an.
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GENDER GUIDELINES FOR ASYLUM DETERMINATION 

However, created from the experiences of the post-WWII period, they continue today to reflect the ... In the United States of America, country of origin is the ... The following guidelines recognize that the greater part of persecution experienced by
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EL-KOWM - JLBK 

Short Historical Dictionary on Urban Hydrology and Drainage. Â© Jean-Luc Bertrand-Krajewski - 02/2006. 1. EL-KOWM. El Kowm (or Al Kawm) was a neolithic ...
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habuba kebira - JLBK 

trenches, or, the most frequent case, into a street gutter (Ludwig, 1977) or a pipe. Figure 1 : Typical wastewater pipes observed in South Habuba Kebira.
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CG 1333 - JLBK 

Jun 22, 1977 - the formula proposed by the engineer Albert Caquot* to calculate ... Caquot (1941) (see Caquot* for more detail) based his formula on a volume balance ... Compared to the initial equation given by Caquot (1941), the above ...
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entremont - JLBK 

ENTREMONT. Entremont, the capital of the Salyan military confederation, was a pre-Christian city located on a 3.5 ha oppidum in the South-East of France, 3 km ...
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taradeau - JLBK 

TARADEAU. Taradeau is a village located in the South-East of France, where the ruins of a 1 ha oppidum are still clearly visible. Archaeological excavations ...
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exercises - JLBK 

in urban hydrology and urban water systems. ..... One assumes that the city has no wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) and that all wastewater is discharged into.
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for Scroll Compressors Replacement Guidelines 

Letnikovskaya 10, Bld. 2, fl oor 5. RU-115114 Moscow. Tel. +7 495 981 98 11. Fax. +7 495 981 98 16. [email protected]. C5.2.2/0909/E.Missing:
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Suppl.1 - JLBK 

involving the solution of a quadratic equation, without specifying which root is to be taken). NOTE 2 This Supplement does not consider the case where a prior ...
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Guidelines 

group should be ready to provide as much information about itself as possible. ... If necessary, the name and telephone number of someone in the group who speaks .... arrangements, eg. the exact amount of pocket money/expenses, and the ...
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franÃ§ois i - JLBK 

castle, FranÃ§ois I promulgated the order requiring to use French instead of Latin in all official documents and activities related to administration, justice, civil ...
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